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Abstract

A timing system provides high-precision signals to allow the control over a variety of hardware and software components in accelerator complex. This is guaranteed by the radio frequency (RF) and trigger signal synchronization for subsystems such as klystrons, pulsed magnet, and beam monitors. The main trigger signal should be distributed throughout the facility and repeated at the beam repetition rate. This trigger signal is usually generated by the same phase of an AC power line to follow the source of the fluctuation of an electrical grid and reduce the instability of the beam quality. To fulfill the needs of the multi-accelerator facility at KEK, apart from the normal trigger synchronization and bucket selection injection control, a beam operation scheme called the pulse-to-pulse modulation is utilized; hence, the complexity of the timing system is increased. An uncertainty in the system and a trigger signal delivery error caused by a drastic AC power line drift is observed. Further, the effort to establish a reliable timing system at KEK and several solutions to improve the system robustness are presented.
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1. Introduction

Table 1: Particle and parameters of LINAC beam for four destinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Energy (GeV)</th>
<th>Charge (nC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SuperKEKB-LER</td>
<td>$e^+$</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperKEKB-DR</td>
<td>$e^+$</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperKEKB-HER</td>
<td>$e^-$</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>$e^-$</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF-AR</td>
<td>$e^-$</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SuperKEKB is an asymmetric-energy electron-positron double-ring collider whose scientific target is to make significant advancements at the luminosity frontier. The SuperKEKB collider complex consists of a 600-m long injector linear accelerator (LINAC) and two main rings (MRs), which include a 7-GeV high-energy electron ring (HER) and a 4-GeV low-energy positron ring (LER). The 1.1-GeV positron damping ring (DR), which is used to reduce the positron beam emittance, is located in the middle of LINAC. Apart
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from supplying the beam to the SuperKEKB collider, LINAC also provides beams for two synchrotron light source facilities, i.e., the 2.5-GeV PF and 6.5-GeV PF-AR. A schematic view of LINAC and the rings is shown in Fig. 1. To modulate the beam properties, a methodology called pulse-to-pulse modulation (PPM) is first utilized at CERN in order to fulfill the prerequisites for multi-accelerator facilities [1]. This ideology is also implemented at KEK LINAC to share LINAC among four (+1) rings and improve its injection efficiency [2]. The details of the PPM are discussed in Section 3.1.

Figure 1: Overview of LINAC, SuperKEKB, and PF/PF-AR.

The existing accelerator timing system of LINAC is responsible for the timing signal generation, RF synchronization, and bucket selection. A stable timing signal for beam control devices is required to operate at a scheduled sequence. Under the control of high-resolution timing signals, for example, the power supply of pulsed magnets is first triggered to maintain a stable magnetic field[3, 4]. The electron gun is then fired to generate a stream of particles. The downstream RF system must operate at an appropriate phase to achieve the desired accelerating effect for the bunch. Finally, the bunch injects into the target ring within an allowable timing jitter with the help of an injection pulsed septum magnet and kicker magnet. This process repeats at a beam repetition rate of 50 Hz at LINAC.

At the injection point, the RF phase between LINAC and MRs must be synchronized; otherwise, the bunch gradually becomes lost owing to the longitudinal synchrotron oscillation. Consequently, the injection opportunity arises based on the common frequency between Linac and MR RF frequency.

To equalize the bunch distribution inside the ring and avoid strong coupled-bunch instabilities, the injection RF bucket should be selected based on the timing system for every pulse. This procedure is called bucket selection [5]. The bucket selection is implemented by introducing some delay, which is calculated by converting the RF bucket number to the corresponding delay time, and subsequently, to the timing signal.

The timing signal is often the key to a stable beam operation because many of the beam properties are dependent on the timing of the device operation. The bunch arrival timing error or abnormal bunch energy generated by the timing control system are likely to trigger the beam abort system, which is used to protect the Belle II detector, to divert all circulated beams into a beam dump [6]. Consequently, the beam abort reflects the integrated luminosity accumulation goal of SuperKEKB [7]. At SuperKEKB, to maintain a small aperture at the collision point, the MR injection timing jitter should be less than 30 ps (r.m.s) [8, 9, 10]. This requirement can be relaxed to 300 ps (r.m.s) for PF [11].
2. Overview of Timing System at LINAC

2.1. RF Synchronization

Fig. 2 depicts the RF frequency relation of the LINAC timing system. The LINAC master oscillator (Linac-MO) is synchronized to the MR master oscillator (MR-MO) and DR master oscillator (DR-MO) by the external 10-MHz reference generated by a frequency division of the 510-MHz main master oscillator (MMO). The phase drift caused by the long-distance transmission is compensated by a phase lock loop (PLL) circuit. The frequencies of Linac-MO and MR-MO are 571.2 and 508.89 MHz, respectively. The DR-MO follows the MR frequency. The largest common frequency (CF) between LINAC-MO and MR-MO is 10.385 MHz, which means that 55 cycles of LINAC-MO cover exactly 49 cycles of MR-MO. The 11th harmonic (114.24 MHz) and 55th harmonic (571.2 MHz) of the CF are used to drive two subharmonic bunchers (SHB) immediately after the triggering of the electron gun. The 2856-MHz RF signal is used to drive the accelerator structures. The timing system also uses the 114.24-MHz signal as the event clock to deliver the event codes. A detailed description of the event timing system is discussed in Section 2.2.

For PF and PF-AR, the ring RF frequency is independent of the LINAC RF, and a specific algorithm is implemented to acquire the coincidence signal between the LINAC RF and PF/PF-AR RF frequencies. The details are described in [12].

2.2. Event-based Timing System

Two concepts for designing timing systems are widely used in accelerator installations. One is to supply timestamps to the control devices and correlate the timestamp over the timestamp-based timing network simultaneously [13]. Another common solution is the event-based timing system that generates and receives event codes from the event generator (EVG) and the event receiver (EVR), respectively. The event codes are distributed through the fan-out units to EVRs all over the accelerator, which are responsible for triggering the targeted devices upon receiving the desired event code. The event timing system was introduced at KEK LINAC in 2008 [14, 15]. The commercial event modules supplied by the MRF company are used at LINAC [16].

The event clock is chosen to be the 114.24 MHz signal and the trigger signal is a 50-Hz AC power line (i.e., AC50). The EVG receives an RF as the event clock, and the event codes and other data are distributed...
to the EVRs based on the event clock. The 8-bit event codes and delivery delay times are set at the EVG sequence RAM and transferred through the optical fibers to the EVRs when the trigger signal arrives. The source of the trigger signal can be configured as an external signal, an AC power line synchronization logic, or the internal multiplexed counter of the EVG. Some other modules, such as a fan-out module and universal I/O modules, are usually needed to build the timing network. Upon receiving the desired event code, the EVR is able to generate an interruption and then trigger a signal with a specified delay and width to equipment, such as a pulsed magnet, BPM, and RF devices. A schematic view of an event timing system is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Typical layout of an event timing system.

3. Requirements of Timing System at LINAC

3.1. Pulse to Pulse Modulation

The principle of PPM is to modulate the beam properties of every pulse, by switching the control parameters, to improve the efficiency of LINAC. As Fig. 4 shows, at every pulse (20 ms), the injection beam mode gets switched, and, hundreds of parameters are changed accordingly. In total, 10 beam modes are currently used at LINAC, including 4 for normal beam operation and 6 for beam studies.

Several concepts should be clarified before discussing the PPM. As Fig. 5 shows, every pulse represents a beam mode, which includes several event codes consisting of the RF gun event code, kicker or septum magnet event code, pulsed magnet event code, klystron event code, and preparation event code for the beam mode of the next pulse. The preparation event code is important because the pulsed kicker magnet at DR needs 15 ms of charging time to operate efficiently [17]. Based on the positron beam repetition rate and DR storage time, there are three beam modes for the positron beam in a single pulse, namely, injection into DR only, extraction from DR to MR only, both injection into DR and extraction of previous bunch from DR to MR.

A fixed-length beam mode that is written into the EVG sequence RAM is defined as an injection sequence, which is significant for the implementation of the sequence shift (see Section 5.3). For example, a 4-pulse sequence and a 2-pulses sequence are shown in Fig. 5. Contrarily, the sequence only includes a part of the beam modes, and all beam modes consist of a basic operation repetition unit called an injection pattern. The injection pattern can be separated into several sequences to increase the flexibility of the EVG setting. The injection pattern is repeated continuously until it is changed by an operator or automatic injection program.
Figure 4: At a 50-Hz beam repetition rate, hundreds of device control parameters and the EVG trigger source are quickly switched according to the injection beam mode.

Figure 5: Injection pattern, sequence, beam mode, and event codes.

The injection pattern can be automatically changed based on the beam current flowing through the MR or it is manually set when the operator changes some parameters using the GUI program. For example, if the operator decreases the HER mode repetition rate, the non-injection mode repetition rate increases accordingly. Similarly, if the sum of the repetition rates of different beam modes exceeds their respective limits, the repetition rate of the lower priority beam mode decreases automatically.
3.2. AC50 Trigger

As previously stated, the event timing triggering signal is generated by AC50. It is usually necessary to maintain the beam intensity and quality at the same level for consecutive triggers. Some devices are sensitive to the AC line phase. The klystron is a good illustration of this concept. Some klystrons use the AC-powered filament or heater to heat the electron cathode, and the changing AC phase might generate a magnetic field that eventually affects the velocity modulation process of the klystron [18]. This defect produced by the klystron filament would result in a gain variation of 15% according to [19]. The klystron modulator is AC50-independent and it demands a charging period of at least 18 ms [20].

To ensure the stability of the AC50 phase at the triggering point, an AC50 generator module (AC-GEN) with a voltage comparator circuit can be manufactured to generate the AC50 signal at the zero-crossing point or other fixed phase. The EVG already establishes synchronization between the event clock and the main voltage frequency [21]. However, the synchronization between the AC50 signal and event clock at every pulse is not applicable at LINAC because of DR operation (see Section 3.3). A time-interval counter called a time-to-digital converter (TDC) is used to measure the AC power line timing [22]. As Fig.7 shows, the TDC uses the current beam mode event as the start signal and the AC-GEN output as the stop signal to measure the interval. As a result, the relative position of AC50 at every pulse is acquired to provide adequate information for producing AC50-synchronized trigger signal. According to Fig. 6, AC50 randomly drifts at approximately 50±0.15 Hz (which is roughly below 60 μs per pulse).

3.3. Bucket Selection

To ensure that the circulated particle always experiences an accelerating voltage in a ring accelerator, the ring RF must be an integer multiple (h) of the ring revolution frequency.

\[ f_{rf} = h \times f_{rev} \]  

where \( h \) is the harmonic number (i.e., the number of RF buckets), and \( f_{rev} \) is the revolution frequency.

The primary task for the bucket selection is to provide the ability to select an arbitrary RF bucket at the ring in a single injection pulse. This can be achieved by adding a proper delay time to the gun triggering signal after defining the fiducial bucket in the ring. The period during which all ring RF buckets can be filled
is defined as a bucket selection cycle (BSC). As the injection opportunities appear based on the common frequency (CF) between LINAC and the MR, the period of the BSC can be calculated as follows:

\[ T_{BSC} = h_{MR} \times \frac{1}{f_{CF}} \]  

(2)

where \( f_{CF} \) is the common frequency between LINAC and the ring.

Table 2: Bucket selection parameters for DR and MR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DR</th>
<th>MR</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RF frequency</td>
<td>508.89</td>
<td>508.89</td>
<td>MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circumference</td>
<td>135.5</td>
<td>3016.3</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolution frequency</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF buckets</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>5120</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSC frequency</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSC period</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>( \mu s )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, according to Table 2, the harmonic number \( h \) at MR is 5120, and the injection opportunity arises at the common frequency of 10.385 MHz between LINAC and the SuperKEKB MR (i.e., every 96.3 ns); hence, the BSC for MR, \( T_{BSC} \), can be calculated as follows:

\[ T_{BSC} = h_{MR} \times \frac{1}{f_{BSC}} = \frac{5120}{10.385} = 493 \]  

(3)

which means all RF buckets can be selected during 493 \( \mu s \), and the bucket selection process can be easily accomplished every 20 ms.

Nevertheless, if DR is considered, the complexity of the bucket selection system grows. The first challenge is the longer bucket selection delay time. Table 3 lists the relation of the delay time and ring RF bucket number. The least common multiple between the DR and MR harmonic numbers is 117760; thus, the BSC for DR and MR becomes 11.34 ms (i.e., 88 Hz), which inhibits the operation of the beam injection at 50 Hz. If EVG is directly triggered by AC50 generated from AC-GEN module at every pulse, the information of BSC for DR and MR is lost. Consequently, the BSC is used as the trigger signal for EVG, and the AC50 arrival timing is recorded to perform AC50 synchronization for every pulse. Another troublesome issue is the DR storage time. This is discussed in Section 5.2.

4. Structure of the Main Timing Station at LINAC

Figure 7 shows the structure of the main timing station at LINAC which supplies the demands as the requirements described in Section 3. Note that only the components that are related to the analysis of the AC50 dependency are illustrated here, whereas other parts, such as PF/PF-AR triggering or preparation event, are omitted.

Three EVGs and two EVRs are utilized to generate event codes and control the injection procedure [23]. The AC-GEN and TDC modules provide the ability to measure the AC50 arrival timing at every pulse and supply the data for the decision-making of the AC50-synchronized trigger and sequence shift algorithm. Owing to the DR operation, some event codes are not identical before or after DR, e.g., the event codes for DR injection (extraction) septum and kicker. Therefore, LINAC is logically separated into two parts: the upstream LINAC and the downstream LINAC.

The upper-level EVG is triggered by the BSC for DR and MR. According to Table 3, the BSC for DR and MR is 11.34 ms. However, 22.68 ms (i.e., 44 Hz) is used because it is close to 20 ms and simplifies the system design. The upper-level EVG carefully separates the injection pattern into sequences and delivers the main event and pre-event to the middle EVR every 20 ms. The main event and pre-event are then used
Table 3: After defining the fiducial bunch as the RF bucket number zero, any RF buckets in DR and MR can then be determined by adding the delay time. To inject into the same MR RF bucket, a waiting period of at least 493 µs should be applied. To inject into the same MR RF bucket through the same DR RF bucket, the delay time becomes 11.34 ms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Injection opportunity</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>DR Bucket</th>
<th>MR Bucket</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 ns</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>96.3 ns</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>192.6 ns</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>288.9 ns</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>22.1 µs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5120</td>
<td>493 µs</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20771</td>
<td>1.99 ms</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20772</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>4068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117760</td>
<td>11.34 ms</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Timing chart of the main timing station at KEK LINAC. Three EVGs are utilized to generate event codes and control the injection procedure. The upper-level EVG provides event codes to the middle-EVR, whereas the middle EVR triggers two lower-level EVGs and the two lower-level EVGs operate at 50 Hz. With the help of this architecture, the requirements originate from PPM and AC50 synchronization are guaranteed.

for controlling the two lower-level EVGs which trigger devices at upstream LINAC and downstream LINAC, respectively.

The middle-level EVR is responsible for generating output pulses from the main event and pre-event. The output pulse, which is generated upon the arrival of main event, triggers both the TDC and sequencer of two lower-level EVG. Triggering for TDC occurs immediately, whereas triggering for two lower-level EVG
happens after 3.5 ms. This 3.5-ms delay, which is mainly used to reserve the runtime of the beam parameters switching, is achieved by adding the delay value of the pulse generator in EVR. Note that this 3.5-ms delay is determined by our operational experience and can be changed to other values.

A local EVR receives the event codes generated from two lower-level EVGS and sends a “readback” signal to an upper-level EVG to assure that the current event codes are successfully delivered. This “readback” signal triggers the processing of bucket selection calculation of the next pulse.

The AC50 should always arrive at the middle of the 20 ms pulse to maintain a stable operation, as some data processing procedures of PPM, such as switching the beam mode and bucket selection delay calculation, are performed at the beginning or ending of every pulse. This target is accomplished via sequence shift.

5. Sequence Shift

![Sequence Shift Diagram](image)

Figure 8: By shifting the injection sequence, the BSC for DR and MR injection can synchronize with the 50-Hz AC50.

5.1. 8/9 Pulses Sequence Shift

For HER injection, the BSC is 493 µs and the gun timing can be calculated based on the coincidence between AC50 and BSC every 20 ms. However, for the positron injection process, the bunch is first injected from LINAC into DR and then extracted from DR into LINAC after a pre-defined storage time. Hence, the BSC for the combination of DR and MR is 22.68 ms; therefore, synchronization with AC50 at every pulse is impossible. Consequently, an 8/9-pulse injection sequence was developed.

![Sequence Shift Diagram](image)

Figure 9: AC50 position in a pulse is manipulated by the sequence shift.

As shown in Fig. 8, the core ideology of the 8/9-pulse sequence is to define the 50-Hz fiducial point and record the AC50 arrival time and BSC timing. Inside the 8/9-pulse injection sequence, the bucket selection delay value for the positron can be acquired based on the fiducial point and current pulse number. After an 8-pulse sequence (i.e., 160 ms), the next sequence can synchronize with the BSC again if the next pulse starts 1.25 ms early. Similarly, launching the next pulse 1.4 ms after 9 pulses (180 ms) also meets
the synchronization requirement (see Fig. 9). Using this method, the fiducial value for the BSC in every pulse can be calculated using the pulse number, and it is possible to operate the injection into DR and the extraction from DR at different pulses. The determination of the next sequence length is based on the AC50 value, which is measured by TDC for every pulse.

5.2. 16/18 Pulses Sequence Shift

To achieve a satisfactory damping effect, a DR storage time of at least 40 ms is required. There also exists a restriction of the maximum storage time in the DR. The extraction timing, which is calculated based on the AC50 several pulses before, has a larger AC50 time interval at the downstream LINAC for a long storage time. The difference between the extraction timing and downstream LINAC AC50 becomes larger when the storage time increases. Consequently, the maximum storage time is chosen to be 200 ms, while the minimum storage time is 40 ms [24].

However, if the maximum DR storage time is used, the time duration between injection to DR and extraction from DR is longer than the shift sequence (i.e., 160/180 ms), which makes it impossible to determine the extraction timing as the sequence shift algorithm always uses the relative position of AC50 in current sequence to determine the next sequence type. Figure 10 demonstrates the problem for a DR storage time of 200 ms. If the DR injection occurs at the end pulse of sequence “#1”, the beam extraction takes place at the first pulse of sequence “#3”. However, the sequence type of sequence “#3” is not decided until the first pulse of sequence “#2” comes. In other words, DR extraction delay timing can not be determined. Thus, to supply the requirement of the maximum DR storage time (200 ms), the sequence length is doubled to apply the 16/18-pulse sequence shift during the operation, and the sequence shift values are enlarged to 2.5 and 2.8 ms.

5.3. Sequence Shift Algorithm

The algorithm of the sequence shift is based on the AC50 timing of the previous pulse and uses it as an estimation the AC50 value in the near future. A reference value is also required to act as a comparison point. Obviously, there are only two sequence types, i.e., 16-pulse sequence and 18-pulse sequence. Therefore, the AC50 shift value, i.e., 2.5 and -2.8, can be used to represent the sequence types 16 and 18, respectively. Because the program operation requires some time, the sequence shift decision should be done at the start of the current sequence. It is then easy to calculate the next sequence type based on the current sequence type and the AC50 timing of the starting pulse.

Let \( S_n \) denote the sequence type of the sequence number \( n \), the value of which is either -2.8 or 2.5; \( X_n \) denotes the AC50 timing of the first pulse in sequence number \( n \); and \( Y_n \) is the AC50 timing of the last pulse. The reference value is defined as \( R_0 \), and the next sequence type is determined based on the estimated AC50 timing of the next sequence \( E_{n+1} \). If \( E_{n+1} \) is larger than \( R_0 \), the next sequence type \( S_{n+1} \) should be -2.8 (i.e., AC50 jumps down 2.8 ms); otherwise, the next sequence type should be 2.5 (AC50 jumps up 2.5 ms).

\[
E_{n+1} = X_n + S_n
\]
6. Race Condition

6.1. AC Drift

The AC50 delivered from the electric power company always drifts. The 16/18-pulse injection sequence shift was designed to adjust the mildly changed AC50 drift. However, if AC50 drifts sharply, the balance is possibly disrupted. As shown in Figs. 11 and 12, the AC50 change is normally less than 50 µs for every 20 ms, but occasionally the change becomes 80 µs over several seconds. If the AC50 appears at the very beginning or very end of the 20 ms pulse, the program processing logic can be interfered by the neighboring pulses. If sufficient time for the preparation of the next injection cannot be ensured, the event codes might get sent out erroneously without finishing the preparation. The threshold of the AC50 arrival timing is below \( 4.5 \text{ ms} \) or above \( 15 \text{ ms} \) based on the operational experience. The timing system at LINAC under such a condition is defined as the race condition. After entering the race condition, the event code delivery is highly probable to stop, and the beam abort at SuperKEKB MR is triggered if the timing system fails.

Figure 11: AC50 drifts mildly in 24 hours.

Figure 12: AC50 drifts strongly in 24 hours.

Figure 13: TDC measurement of AC50. The timing jump at the end of each injection sequence was used to balance the AC50. However, the AC50 changes so quickly that the algorithm is unable to handle it. Therefore, the timing system enters the race condition.

Figure 13 shows the AC50 timing measured by TDC for every pulse. The slope of each sequence indicates the extent of the AC50 drift. The steeper the line is, the greater the AC50 fluctuation is.
6.2. Simulation of Sequence Shift

To figure out the relation between the AC50 fluctuation and race condition, a simulation was performed according to the sequence shift algorithm. We simulated the process of a sequence shift by simply assuming a fixed AC50 drift value. The initial AC50 arrival timing is 10 ms, and the sequence length is 16 pulses. After several times of sequence shifting, the AC50 arrival timing is examined and the time required to enter the race condition is recorded. The reference value for the simulation is defined as 9.5 ms, and Fig. 14 shows that the sequence shift algorithm is only able to handle the AC50 fluctuation degree of less than 50 µs (or -40 µs) under 16/18-pulse sequence shift.

Similarly, the tolerance of the AC50 fluctuation for the 8/9-pulse sequence is simulated in Fig. 15. The tolerance is enlarged to approximately 120 µs as the AC50 adjustment opportunity becomes twice larger. However, the timing system is still at risk when AC50 continuously drifts in approximately 50±0.4 Hz (i.e., 160 µs).

7. Error handling

To guarantee a stable timing system and avoid the race condition, the following solutions are discussed.

7.1. Decoupling of DR Injection and Extraction

Compared with the 8/9-pulse injection sequence, the 16/18-pulse injection sequence decreases the robustness of the sequence shift algorithm. Switching to the 8/9-pulse injection sequence is a possibility because the AC50 adjustment speed is faster. The restriction of the sequence length originates from the DR storage time and the root reason is the coupling between DR injection and extraction. The DR extraction delay is calculated at the injection pulse, which results in the extraction timing having a time difference with the drifted AC50. Although much effort is required, shifting the RF phase at the downstream LINAC is an efficient way to increase the DR extraction opportunity and relieve the stress of long sequence management. Under these circumstances, the dependency between DR and MR injections can be removed. The injection delay and extraction delay calculations are separated. This solution is beneficial not only for improving the tolerance of the AC50 drift but also increasing the available RF buckets in LER [25]. The energy fluctuation at LINAC caused by RF modulation is currently being evaluated and a 8/9-pulse sequence operation has been planned for May, 2021.

However, this solution can only mitigate the timing system error as extremely strong AC50 fluctuations still exist (though rather rare). As shown in Fig. 16, the AC50 drift value exceeded 160 ms on October, 2019. If such large AC50 fluctuations last for several seconds, the timing system still fails according to the simulation results in Fig. 15.
7.2. Totally AC50 Independent Operation

An intuitive method is to remove the AC50 dependency as the failure in the timing system is caused by the AC50 fluctuations. It is possible to evaluate the performance of the significant hardware components for
different AC50 timings and consider the possibility to replace the hardware that has a strong dependency of AC50. Currently, the quality of the power supply has improved significantly, and some accelerator facilities are using AC50-independent devices; for example, the J-PARC timing is independent of the AC line [26]. However, the budget and manpower of upgrading the old system need to be carefully evaluated.

A beam experiment was performed by replacing the AC-GEN module with a strictly 50 Hz generator and examining the beam quality under the AC50-independent mode. The energy jitter of electron bunch at the beam transport line of Linac was measured in Fig. 17. The energy jitter becomes larger compared to the AC50-dependent mode. Though the beam quality is related to AC50, the overall energy jitter is still acceptable for SuperKEKB MR as the required energy spread in the current operation stage is 0.1% [27].

However, a totally AC50 independent operation is not feasible because strong dependence between AC50 and the power supply of kicker magnets at PF was also observed during the experiment.

7.3. Partially AC50 Independent Operation

Because the drastic AC50 usually lasts only minutes, another solution to avoid a beam abortion or hardware damage caused by the bad timing signals is to mask the abnormal AC50 signal. The timing system switches into AC50-independent mode if a strong AC50 fluctuation is detected and recovers to AC50-dependent mode when AC50 becomes stable. As for the AC50 dependent PF ring, an inhibition signal can be generated for PF injection during a strong AC50 fluctuation period.

This solution utilizes the results of Fig. 17. The strong AC50 drift situation is rather rare according to the data measured by TDC. Thus, an AC50 regulator module is designed to switch between the AC50-dependent and AC50-independent modes. The AC50 regulator module has been installed recently, and the timing system operation status is being monitored.

The logic of the AC50 regulator module is as follows:

![Schematic diagram of the AC50 regulator module.](image-url)
1. Compare the output timing of AC50 regulator module in previous pulse and AC50 signal from AC-GEN module in current pulse based on 20 ms and then proceed to Item 2.
2. If the time drift is smaller than $t_{\text{tolerance}}$ (e.g., 50 $\mu$s or -50 $\mu$s), pass the AC50 signal to the TDC module and proceed to Item 1. Otherwise proceed to Item 3.
3. If the time drift exceeds $t_{\text{tolerance}}$ (e.g., 50 $\mu$s or -50 $\mu$s), which indicates strong AC50 fluctuation, the AC50 regulator module generates a tolerable signal to TDC. and disable the PF injection.

Figure 19 shows the drift value of the output signals of the AC50 regulator module. The pulses whose fluctuation exceeds 50 $\mu$s are masked by the AC50 regulator to avoid the race condition.

8. Summary

This article provides a systematic analysis of the timing system and introduces the basic concept of a timing system, such as the event system, bucket selection, and pulse-to-pulse modulation based on the accelerator complex at KEK. The timing system discussed here is strongly associated with other accelerator subsystems. For example, the bucket selection restriction originates from DR operation, and the AC50 dependency stems from the klystron and power supply of the kicker magnet. These restrictions significantly increase the complexity of the timing system. The robustness of the timing system should be emphasized to achieve a stable beam operation.

Furthermore, we analyzed the algorithm of the injection sequence shift and used a computer simulation to identify the relation between the AC50 fluctuation and the timing system failure. Several methods based on a fault analysis can be considered to avoid the current AC50 fluctuation race condition. Both decreasing the length of sequence and performing the AC50-independent mode have drawbacks; therefore, an AC50 regulator module is designed to solve the timing system failure caused by strong AC50 fluctuation. The
analysis and solution for the bucket selection and PPM can also be referred to for the design of future circular accelerators.

However, some limitations should be noted. The AC50 drift boundary for race condition, which is determined by operational experience, needs further evaluation. As the AC50 regulator decreases the injection efficiency of PF injection, the AC50 regulator is not the ultimate solution. A modification of sequence shift algorithm is necessary.
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